We present FPDetect, a low overhead approach for detecting logical errors and soft errors affecting stencil computations without generating false positives. We develop an offline analysis that tightly estimates the number of floating-point bits preserved across stencil applications. This estimate rigorously bounds the values expected in the data space of the computation. Violations of this bound can be attributed with certainty to errors. FPDetect helps synthesize error detectors customized for user-specified levels of accuracy and coverage. FPDetect also enables overhead reduction techniques based on deploying these detectors coarsely in space and time. Experimental evaluations demonstrate the practicality of our approach.
INTRODUCTION
Approaching the end of Moore's law, chip manufacturers are seeking smaller lithographies, higher densities often achieved by emerging 3D stacking methods, newer memory/interconnect technologies, and increasing use of GPUs and other accelerators. These trends are increasing the likelihood of soft errors [4, 9, 37, 40, 42] already noticed to be high in GPU-based systems [49] . The increased pressure toward specialization [26] may reduce the economies of scale achieved through general purpose parts, and put cost-reduction pressures on verification methods, which already are stressed [29] . This can increase residual logical bugs in chips. The increasing complexity of compiler optimizations will also increase the likelihood of introducing logical bugs [3] . Software-level error detectors can serve as uniform and application-aware ways of trapping both soft errors [38] and logical bugs [3] , and these detectors are needed more than ever before.
Unfortunately, system resilience research has, so far, gone nowhere in terms of adoptions into practice. The main underlying reason is that in today's systems, these resilience solutions geared toward soft errors will largely cause a slowdown, with no apparent benefits from the point of view of soft errors. It may even aggravate the problem due to the high false positive rates in today's resilience solutions. Last but not least, today's resilience solutions have not been demonstrated to have the ability to reliably flag logical errors.
Our main contribution in this paper is to demonstrate that for a narrow class of applicationsspecifically stencil-based-we can indeed develop solutions that benefit both logical error protection and soft error protection, owing to our solutions having two key attributes: (1) no false positives, and (2) acceptable overheads. With this combination, we strongly believe that resilience solutions will be welcomed more readily, at least for their immediate impact on logical bugs.
Stencils belong to an important class of iterative solvers operating on dense D-dimensional arrays modeling partial differential equations (PDEs) with applications belonging to fluid dynamics, cosmology, combustion, etc. 1 They are part of the essential building blocks for solving larger more composite problems involving multiple PDEs.
The ability to write good assertions that capture a stencil computation's evolving profile of data is tricky and error-prone. Existing work on system resilience that address data integrity include timeseries data analysis methods [17] and data outlier detection methods constructed using machine learning (e.g. [44, 46] ). Unfortunately, these approaches have high overheads, and can only help loosely characterize the expected data value ranges. They additionally bring in training bias into the models constructed. Given that they both overestimate and underestimate the data ranges, detectors based on them generate both false positives and false negatives. With soft error detection, false positives are virtually unacceptable, given that the natural soft error rates themselves are quite low (false positive needlessly engage checkpoint/recovery systems).
FPDetect is the first approach that takes the novel approach of basing data-space protection on accurate floating-point round-off error estimation. Like any calculation carried out by numerical code, stencil-based calculations are also subject to floating-point rounding error. However, given that stencils are more structured, we show that one can develop a rigorous floating-point round-off error estimation approach for them, guaranteeing a certain number of mantissa bits after every stencil application. Consequently, in the FPDetect approach, if "round-off" appears suddenly exaggerated, we can attribute it reliably-without any false positives-to a logical bug or a soft error.
Contemporary floating-point error estimation approaches using interval analysis [6, 32] tend to give excessively conservative estimates(due to loss of correlation) of round-off error-especially for large programs that are iterated over time. These conservative estimates with large error bounds implies guarantees for only the higher order mantissa bits, i.e., only those errors that cause very high magnitude changes can be trapped using them. 2 FPTaylor [12] builds symbolic taylor forms for the error expressions resulting in tight guarantees but do not scale to be usable beyond a few hundred operators. FPDetect on the other hand provide tighter guarantees on the error for large stencil programs, thus helping protect more mantissa bits, and also allows a tunable approach to trading off overhead against detection precision, as we show in this paper.
Classical approaches like dual modular redundancy (DMR) can rigorously detect silent data corruptions by utilizing a duplicated execution thread and checking for result matches. This unfortunately can double the overall computation time. Clover [33] exercises a selective instruction duplication strategy to bring down the SDC detection cost to around 26% using tail-DMR. However, this approach is meant only for soft errors; it cannot be used to trap compiler bugs because they impact both the execution threads.
In this paper, we show that by focusing on a narrow (but important) class of applications-in our case stencils-we can arrive at a unified solution for detecting compiler bugs and soft errors while also offering rigorous guarantees. We offer our tool FPDetect, a software based error detector, whose core approach is based on rigorous floating-point round-off error analysis for an iterated application of the stencil across T computational steps. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that encompasses two important correctness checks around the single central idea of offline round-off analysis. Roadmap: §2 provides an overview of FPDetect including error analysis, and optimizations. §3 is an overview of how FPDetect helps detect software bugs and soft errors. To reduce overheads, we establish a crucial result that if we leapfrog stencil applications and the detectors T steps ahead do not detect a soft error, then we can establish a certified baseline that allows earlier time steps to be forgotten based on the fact that uncaught soft errors in earlier steps will not affect future detection. This allows FPDetect detectors to be deployed sparsely in space and time (e.g., once per 64 time steps) ( §4 and §5). We perform offline detector synthesis to create lookup tables, and instantiate specific detectors just before execution ( §6). Our evaluation ( §7) includes results on software bug detection and resilience (both simulated through fault injection). Additional related work ( §8) and conclusions ( §9) follow.
OVERVIEW
Background on Floating-point error analysis: Floating-point error analysis is a vast area, and we provide only a brief overview (see [24, 36] for details). A floating point number system, F, in radix, β, is a subset of the set of real numbers, and can be expressed as a 5 tuple (β, s, m, e, p). We use binary (β = 2) double precision with number of precision bits, p = 53. s ∈ {−1, 1} is the sign bit, e is the exponent in the range −1022 ≤ e ≤ 1023, and m is the mantissa or the significand, and represents the magnitude s · m · 2 e . If x ∈ R, then x f ∈ F denotes an element in F closest to x obtained by applying the rounding operator (•) to x. We use the bound consistent for all IEE754 [1] rounding modes.
In floating point arithmetic, the absolute error is the magnitude difference between the values yielded by computations done in the space of real numbers ("true answer") and those done in floating point. The relative error is the ratio of the absolute error and the true answer. Every real number x lying in the range of F can be approximated by an element x f ∈ F with a relative error no larger than the unit round-off u = 0.5 × β 1−p . Here β 1−p corresponds to the unit of least precision(ulp) for exponent value of 1. We use µ to denote ulp (1) , such that µ = 2u. In our case u = 2 −53 , and hence µ = 2 −52 . Hence, for all rounding modes(•), •(x) = x(1 + δ ), |δ | ≤ u = µ/2. Given two exactly represented floating point numbers x f and y f , arithmetic operators ⋄ ∈ {+, −, ×} have the following guarantees across any rounding modes:
In our work, we employ affine arithmetic [16] for error estimation. In an affine representation, each input variablex is represented byx = x 0 + n i=1 x i ϵ i , with x 0 denoting the central value of the corresponding interval, and coefficients x i being finite floating point numbers. The ϵ i are formal noise variables which are unknown until concretized but assumed to lie in the interval [-1,+1] . The x i model the noise coefficients such that the round-off error in equation (1) can be expressed as
We define two operators, σ and γ that allows us to retrieve the associated noise variable and coefficient information for each affine variable.
• σ : Defines the mapping from an affine variable to its set of noise variables. Thus σ (x) = {ϵ i } n i=1 . • γ : Defines the mapping from a 2-tuple of (affine variable, noise variable) to its corresponding noise coefficient. Thus γ (x, ϵ i ) return x i if ϵ i ∈ σ (x) else return 0. Using these operators, at every operator site, a fresh noise variable is introduced and their collective impact in the forward path is tracked using affine analysis. For codes implemented with the round to nearest model (as in most cases), one can configure u = µ, to obtain stricter bounds. 3 . Illustrative example: We now illustrate the concepts and practical details behind FPDetect using the simplified 1D stencil of 3 inputs leapfrogged (iterated) over 6 time steps ( Figure 1 ). In this example, the stencil coefficients are 0.25, 0.5, 0.25 (say, modeling discretized heat flow) working on problem array A. The value A[x, t + 1] can be calculated to be 0.25
We call this approach of obtaining the values at the next time step the iterated evaluation scheme. One can also imagine obtaining the value at A[x, t + 6] through direct evaluation that leapfrogs 6 steps, provided one calculates the effective path coefficients. Table 1 illustrates how these coefficients may be calculated by taking the sum of the product of the path weights (Set 2 , for instance, is 0.375 = 0.25 * 0.25 + 0.25 * 0.25 + 0.5 * 0.5). Now, given a specific unroll (leapfrog distance) of T , we can then generate a similar table for that unroll, obtaining, for a k point stencil, (k − 1)T + 1 effective coefficients. For example for a 3-point stencil over T = 5 steps, we obtain 11 separate coefficients for contribution from each of the corresponding unrolled points. Then, given (k − 1)T + 1 runtime values of these points, the direct evaluation scheme can obtain the value T steps ahead, and is the basis of realizing FPDetect detectors. We in fact implement this dot product of input values with the effective coefficients being in higher precision, and also employ Kahan's [30] summation algorithm, as well as vectorization, thus minimizing the relative error of this answer. 4 Thus we obtain an estimate for the relative error with minimal precision loss; call it R d for relative error under direct evaluation.
While we know R d , we cannot give any bounds on the number of mantissa bits preserved unless we also know the iterated evaluation's relative error, say R s (s for "serial" evaluation). A key contribution we make is to tightly estimate R s analytically. Iterated Evaluation: That there are many reconvergent computational paths to be taken into account during iterated evaluation for generating the output at [x, t + 6] from the inputs at t. In such situations, unless we keep the errors on various re-convergent paths correlated, we will obtain uselessly exaggerated error bounds. Fortunately, affine arithmetic is well known for being able to handle error analysis in such situations. As an example, (x − x) yields 0 under affine arithmetic (whereas interval arithmetic will yield an interval with the error in x doubled [36] ).
FPDetect comprises of an offline phase which includes static error analysis of the stencil combined with conservative profiling of the stencil (detailed in 6) for a set of protection goals as shown in Figure 6 . Our error analysis method uses affine arithmetic building upon the works of [6, 13, 27] but are applied to much larger expressions. As a simple ilustration, consider a single step iteration of a 1-d 3-point stencil with stencil coefficients {c 1 , c 2 , c 3 } centered around x 2 to evaluate x 2 for the next time step, denoted here as S in Figure 4 . Thus the computational graph 
If ϵ ′ is a noise variable belonging to σ (x 1 ), then the error contribution's propagation at S will be
Thus for all such ϵ ′ ∈ σ (x 1 ), the γ (x 1 , ϵ ′ ) gets propagated by c 1 (and similarly for x 2 , x 3 , z 1 , z 2 , z 3 and q). Effectively, every incoming node or an internal compute node has a locally generated error term, and a propagation factor that propagates this error to the output node. We can iteratively evaluate the stencil and arrive at this output value by (conceptually) picking all intermediate points, such as P that is highlighted in Figure 5 , and first finding the error flowing into P. Then find out how this error is modified by all the path coefficients from P to the output. Do this for each point in the iteration space that iteratively contribute to the output at the detector location. Accumulating these error terms and normalizing them gives us the relative error R s under iterated evaluation. While iterated evaluation mimics the stencil evaluation itself, we are conservatively estimating this error during the offline phase of FPDetect. Our error analysis suitably combines the error for all such conceptual points P using affine arithmetic. Detector precision (dp T ): We now can define a precision threshold to be checked for correctness at the detector locations. 5 Called detector precision dp T (where the subscript T indicates it is a function of the number of lookahead Tsteps) it is defined as bits preserved T = (dp) T = p − log 2 (max(R s , R d )) which says "remove the maximum of the uncertainties between the direct and iterated evaluations. " Given that we minimize R d , the key factor impacting the number of bits preserved will be the main stencil's iterated evaluations. Soft errors or logical bugs that throw the actual error beyond the dp T limit can then be trapped with the guarantee of no false positives. Furthermore, all events whose impact falls within the guaranteed precision will be trapped. The only case of omission (which is outside of our model) is when two faults simultaneously land within the scope of two adjacent detectors, and both these fault-flows cancel out before reaching their respective detectors. Offline/Online Split: Our approach consists of an offline phase and an online one ( Figure 6 ). The user presents the uninitialized input stencil and the range of intervals (in binades-meaning exponent spans) expected for each input. In the offline phase we explore a rich search space. It is composed of the exponent binade ranges, and protection goals defined by required precision accuracy and protection coverage. The goal is to obtain a best fit detector configuration for a pair of (precision, coveraдe) for each exponent binade and populate a look-up table for each application. Each application is identified by its unique coefficient set. Note that any change of coefficients for a In online phase, we scan the input to obtain an interval that maps to a canonical exponent binade range. This allows FPDetect to query the LUT for any unseen data at runtime with user defined precision and coverage goals to obtain a best fit detector configuration. Given these inputs, we can calculate the worst-case binade differences present at the input. The binade difference influences R s and R d : the higher the worst-case binade differences at the input, the worse R s and R d themselves are, and the lower the value of dp T . The goal of the offline phase is to produces a look-up table (LUT) which has the guarantee of dp T bits at the detector output, provided the runtime data lives within the binade differences upon which the stencil is "profiled. " The worst case binade difference is extracted only at the beginning for the initialized input set in our experiments. Our rigorous guarantees are with respect to these binade differences (a fact that can be optionally revalidated at runtime). Protected Width: Our runtime goal is to not deploy the detectors at every time step, but only at every ρ time steps (Figure 3 , where x-axis corresponds to the grid points in the stencil evaluation) by certifying the correctness of points within the ρ detection latency. Moreover, our goal is also to spatially distribute the detectors sparsely: the ρ × P w boxes shown in this figure capture this goal, and these boxes are stacked horizontally. To arrive at these "stacking" optimizations, the user also provides the protection goals (user defined precision or udp defined in §4). Then during the online phase, we can provide udp number of bits to be preserved in the computational volume presented in each ρ × P w box, provided dp T bits are guaranteed by the detector. The actual stencil computation and detector deployment in a realistic problem are as presented in Table 2 . In particular, FPDetect can handle multiple computational arrays that iteratively update each other over time. With respect to the parameters specified in Table 2 , FPDetect automatically instantiates and configures the requisite detectors. The pseudo-code in Figure 7 also presents the automatically inserted detect_errors() calls corresponding to where the error is detected. Figure 7 presents the pseudo-code for a stencil program operating on dense D-dimensional arrays. It involves updating the "neighborhood" of each point of every array in a given region, denoted by ì l and ì u, with scaled values from other arrays. The neighborhood used to update array A x from array A y is defined by the stencil S(x, y). At each time step t, every valid array index in each array x (i.e., bounded by ì l x and ì u x ) can be updated from the array locations in the stencil neighborhood of all other arrays y using the coefficient function c (x,y) . A distinct stencil coefficient function can be defined for each pair of arrays in an update operation. A temporary arrayT MP is employed to handle write-after-read dependencies in the array being updated. The DETECT_ERRORS() instatntiates the required detectors for the corresponding time tile. In the case of program converging and exiting before finishing the entire loop of the time tile, there is an extra set of trailing detectors instantiated by DETECT_ERRORS at the loop exit for protection of the end segment of the computation. Fig. 7 . Stencil computation pseudo-code. A compiler can transform the code in lines 11-19 into any equivalent form. Detector-1 is used throughout the computation at the time tile boundaries. Detector-2 is used at the end of the computation.
Parameter
Remark
stencil coefficients to update array A x using array A y Table 2 . Stencil computation parameters. ì l, ì u, and
Optimizations, and Overall Algorithm: As Figure 2 shows, we can determine a collection of inputs such as [x − 4, t] that can be removed from consideration because they have no effect within dp T bits of precision. This calculation is described in §4.
Our hope to leapfrog by T steps will not be realized unless we can "seal off" past computational points from future consideration. In §5, provide the analysis underlying this strategy. In our example stencil, it will allow us to shift the baseline by ρ steps as illustrated in Figure 3 . The new baseline is obtained at ρ steps in the future while T is the leapgrogging step. In fact, the following is an invariant for any detector instantiation:
Key highlights of our approach include: (1) rigorous floating-point precision analysis made possible by exploiting the structured nature of our computations, (2) being able to define concepts such as essential (E w ) and protected (P w ) widths that help us reduce the amount of computation necessary to achieve a certain level of protection, and (3) cost analysis for optimal detector deployment (explained in §5) for a given amount of protection.
APPLICATIONS
FPDetect's direct evaluation strategy has the ability to check bounds on the values generated in the stencil's computational space at runtime. This can help trap software level bugs that may be introduced during compiler transformations. It also helps detect soft-errors within a thresholded precision limit providing robust and precise coverage of the compute space for protection against silent data corruption (SDC).
Software Bug Detection
Loop optimization frameworks generate optimized code for stencil programs. Pluto [7] performs polyhedral transformations that incorporate a host of optimizations to generate efficient code for stencils and other loop programs. Pochoir [47] is a compiler to generate efficient implementations of stencil computations from a high-level specification.
There has been a renewed interest, especially in the context of kernels such as stencils, in the generation of optimized programs that exploit various architectures (CPUs, GPUs, ..), instruction sets, and customized hardware such as FPGAs. The code generated by such tools needs to be checked to detect bugs in the toolchain early and avoid errors creeping into production code. While one ideally desires a fully verified toolchain, developing such toolchains is a non-trivial task. FPDetect can be used as part of the testing toolchain for these tools as they are developed. Thus, FPDetect can enable faulty compilers being identified and corrected before being used in production environments. Specifically, compiler transformed programs can harbor bugs, as shown in the work on Polycheck [3] . Prior efforts have studied the design of approaches to verify or check the correctness of code generated by such optimizers [3, 39, 51] . These approaches detect bugs that impact the changes in control and data flow, with limited support for semantic transformations. Unlike the control or data flow based approaches, FPDetect is not limited by the nature of the transformations employed and carefully captures the semantics of the stencil operations. On the downside, the analysis is imprecise in a different fashion than control or data flow analysis, which are not affected by the floating point round-off errors.
We show that, with respect to the benchmarks chosen, commonly considered loop transformation bugs can be trapped with around 2% overhead, allowing tested by unverified codes to be shipped to third-parties who may keep the detectors turned on till gaining sufficient trust.
Soft-Error Detection
FPDetect is intrinsically designed and optimized to help protect applications by detecting SDCs with small enough detection latecy. We consider a single event error model wherein a single error at some time t transiently corrupts one or more values of one or more participating arrays in the computation resulting in a soft-error. These errors are non-permanent (transient) in nature and cannot be replicated making them extremely difficult to detect and isolate.
The soft error detectors generated using the FPDetect approach are, by construction, devoid of any modeling bias unlike those are generated through machine learning [44, 46] or time-series data analysis methods [17] which tend to reflect modeling bias. FPDetect's detectors faithfully represent the evaluation of the stencil by sampling the actual data space sparsely. It computes the output generated by a stencil application by faithfully accounting for the precision contribution of each point in the detector's dependence cone (as noted in Section 2). FPDetect enables the user with a parametric knob called the user defined precision (udp) using which they can define the required accuracy at the program output. Given a udp value of, say, 20, and a detector designed for T-step direct evaluation with an error bound of dp T , FPDetect finds the minimal set of points which contribute at least 20 bits of precision to retain dp T bits of precision at the detector.
We actually develop two detection strategies in the context of FPDetect. The first employs one direct evaluation and the other employs two direct evaluations. The latter is necessary given that the last leapfrogging step may not finish at a multiple of T steps; in those cases, the second direct evaluation provides the effect of a trailing detector at the end of the stencil computation. Single-direct detector: At time t 0 , direct evaluation is used to compute the estimated value of a point A x [t 0 + T ][ ì i], T time steps ahead. When the iterative stencil computation reaches time t 0 + T and evaluates this point, it is compared with the previously estimated value. If the two values differ more than can be ascribed to floating-point round-off error, it indicates an error impacting either the direct evaluation or in some part of the iterative evaluation leading to that point, triggering a soft-error detection event. This strategy involves a single additional dot-product. The error is detected after T time steps, requiring that the computation executes at least till time step t 0 + T . Double-direct detector: Values at two time steps t 0 and t 0 +t ′ can be used to estimate a value at a future time t 0 +T (T >t ′ ). This involves two direct evaluations, one each at time steps t 0 and t 0 +t ′ , whose estimates can be compared in the latter of the two time steps. This allows flexible detection and does not require that the iterative computation reach time t 0 + T . A mismatch between the two estimated values (beyond the bound on floating-point round-off error) indicates an error in the computation between time steps t 0 and t 0 + t ′ . This detection strategy requires two dot products, potentially doubling the overhead. We minimize the overall overhead by using the single-direct detector as much as possible, and use the double-direct detector only at the expected end of the computation (typically determined by monitoring convergence).
A crucial efficiency consideration built into FPDetect is that it detects soft errors by placing detectors at time-tile boundaries (line 20 of Figure 7 ). This allows a programmer or an optimizer to transform the statements within each time tile into any semantically equivalent form. For example, a polyhedral optimizer (e.g., Pluto [7] or PolyOpt [50]) can optimize this stencil without interference from the detector.
OPTIMIZED DETECTOR SYNTHESIS
At a high level, FPDetect operates by comparing the iterative and direct evaluations within dp T bits of precision. However, during the time interval t=t 0 to t=t 0 + T , not all points in the detector's dependence cone contribute to dp T bits of precision; this is because of the round-off effects of using (finite-precision) floating-point arithmetic. This allows us to selectively carve out points from the input space. Two key concepts 6 introduced in this section-namely that of Essential Width (E w ) and Protected Width (P w )-helps define the amount of computation that can be carved out while still offering our guarantees. Later in §5, we describe an optimized detector synthesis scheme based on these concepts.
FPDetect works by synthesizing detectors for the expected ranges of binades that the computation begins with, and is also assumed to be present at every certified baseline. A T-step detector's support comprises of (2 * T * ì w + 1) points centered around ì x, that is the points in
where ì w represents the footprint of one iteration of the stencil expressed as a vector to include higher dimensional spaces. Each point x i in the X D belongs to the tightest encompassing interval I . Upon multiplying each x i by their respective T-step coefficients, c i , generates separate intervals for each individual product term denoted as
does not influence S Y in the scope of dp T , then point y i is a candidate for removal. We do this pointwise analysis for each y i . For this we define, S Y \i = N j=1, i [y j , y j ] and its bounds as [S Y \i , S Y \i ]. Now define d min (y i ) as the distance between the exponent of the lower bound of S Y \i and the exponent of the upper bound for y i :
This equation and the next help check whether y i 's maximal contribution manages to affect the minimal contribution from all the remaining points (if not, due to the exponent differences, the magnitude contributed by y i gets "shifted out" during the process of normalizing the exponents while doing floating-point addition):
Equation (4) gives the maximal precision contribution of point y i to the final sum S Y when S Y is computed up to p precision bits. A y i becomes part of the exclusion set, if maxContrb p (y i , S Y ) < 0. Note that y i = (c i × x i ) already includes one multiplicative term addding an extra half ulp error to the analysis. Now, for a detector placed at A u [ì x, t 0 + T ], we define Essential Width (E w ) as the width of the multidimensional rectangular region around ì
x such that the direct evaluation over E w is sufficient to guarantee dp T precision at the detector. 7 Specifically, the region is defined by extents E wl and E wr such that E w = E wl + E wr + 1. The caveat from equation (4) is that all such excluded candidates could collectively affect the output within the precision limits; therefore we must engage in an iterative process of considering subsets of points to carve out such that equation (5) holds. In the general case, E w is a vector and is written ì E w . Figure 3 illustrates E w for evaluation of a 1-D stencil over T-steps. Lemma 4.1. In the absence of an error, direct evaluation over the essential width (E w ) ensures the correctness of the computation to at least dp T bits of precision at the detector location.
For all points in the region excluded from E w ∀X :
One form of false positives involves detection of soft errors when no error affects any iteration point on which the detector depends (aka the detector's dependence cone). The preceding lemma guarantees that, despite the reduced evaluation cost, in the absence of errors affecting the dependence code, the direct evaluation is equivalent to the iterative evaluation within dp T bits and no soft error notification (false alarms) is triggered. Covering multiple points with a single detector: Protected Width (P w ): As depicted in Figure 5 , each point inside the dependence cone of the detector has varying contribution depending on its effective path contribution. To guarantee that an error affecting a bit at an iteration point is detected by a detector protecting it, the minimum contribution of that bit must impact the dp bits at the detector. This will result in the values computed by iterative and direct evaluation being different, triggering a soft error notification.
To quantify the minimal possible influence a y i has on the final sum S Y , we define another distance metric d max (y i ) as the distance between the exponent of the upper bound of S Y \i and the lower bound of y i .
Then, the minimal influence y i has on the final sum when computed correct to dp T bits of precision is evaluated as minContrib dp T (y i , S Y ) = dp T − d max (y i ) (7) A detector's reach can then be configured to guarantee an user defined precision (udp) by carving out a set Y udp from X such that:
The most significant udp bits of precision of each point inside Y udp is then protected if S Y is evaluated correctly to dp T bits of precision. Equation (8) leads to our primary soft-error detection model that provides the guarantee that an error affecting within the most significant udp bits of points inside Y udp is detected. In our stencil model, for a detector placed at A u [ì x, t 0 + T ], we define Protected Width (P w (T , ρ, udp) ) as the width of a multidimensional rectangular region centered around ì
x such that with respect to a detector placed at time t 0 + T and spatial position ì x, for each ì p ∈ ì
x ± P w (T , ρ, udp) at time t 0 +ρ, the above guarantee holds. For a point y i in y, if y i belongs to Y udp and its minimal precision contribution is p i at the final output, then p i ≥ udp. If y i ∈ [y i , y i ], then an error, err y i affecting within the MSB udp bits will be bounded by err y i ≥ 2 exp(y i )−p i +1 . Since, we are matching dp T bits at the detector, hence the threshold of detectable error is bounded by 2 exp(S Y )−dp+1 .
For our guarantee to hold, generated error ≥ error threshold. This means 2 exp(y i )−p i +1 ≥ 2 exp(S Y )−dp T +1 . Taking logarithms and simplifying the above terms leads to the following relation that must hold true for all points inside the P w region: exp(S Y ) − exp(y i ) ≤ dp T − p i , and udp ≤ p i ≤ dp T − (exp(S Y ) − exp(y i )).
In determining the protected region, where a detector is used to protect iteration points in multiple time steps, we choose ρ such that the protected width chosen at ρ is also valid for all time points t 0 ≤ t ≤ t 0 + ρ:
This enclosed region forms the protected region for the given detector location. Figure 3 illustrates the protected region in terms of P w and ρ steps for a given udp. Probabilistic detection: While the above strategy guarantees detection, the stencil structure and user-specified udp requirements can severely constrain the protection region, incurring high detection overheads. To further trade-off overheads for detection capability, we consider a detector that only provides the detection guarantee on only a fraction of the points in the protected region associated with a detector. Given a specified coverage requirement cov, we choose the protected width P w such that the fraction of points with guaranteed protection is at least cov. An error impacting the MSB udp bits of an iteration point is guaranteed to detected by its enclosing detector, if it is among the points for which the detection is guaranteed. Alternatively, such an error is detected with probability of at least cov.
OPTIMIZED DETECTOR PLACEMENT
Dampening errors: We consider a single event fault model wherein a single fault occurring at time t can transiently corrupt one or more participating arrays. Based on properties discussed in the preceding section, an error at time t escaping detection by the nearest set of detectors must have impacted less significand bits. Suppose the coefficient set C = {c i } n i=1 denotes the set of forward contributions of a point in the stencil. Then Lemmas-5.1 and 5.2 given below hold under the following assumptions:
• ∀i, |c i | ≤ 1 : This implies all forwards contributions move the error magnitude towards the least significant bits • i c i ≤ 1 : The collective error spread from an affected point to all neighboring points in the forward path is less than equal to itself Under the dampening error model, the detectors can be arranged to cover the iteration space as follows:
• Certified baselines: Error dampening allows us treat all computations up to a time t that have passed the error detection checks as effectively being error-free. We will use these checked points at a given time step t as the new certified baseline to perform direct evaluation of the next detector. • Horizontal detector placement: If a set of detectors is placed horizontally, i.e., at the same time step t, P w apart in all dimensions, then the points at time t, once they pass the detection checks, will constitute a new certified baseline. Thus for a d− dimensional stencil of size N={N i } d i=1 along each dimension, if the detectors are placed P w ={pw i } d i=1 apart along each dimension, the number of detectors required is d i=1 (N i /pw i ). • Vertical detector placement: stacking. Because the detector characteristics are influenced by the input range, at every baseline the input range needs to be computed. Alternatively, a bound on the input range can be predetermined based on the initial/boundary conditions and used for the entire computation. In both scenarios, the detectors can be vertically stacked to create new certified baselines as execution moves forward. Illustration: Figure 8 illustrates the placement of detectors for the first two certified baselines for a 1-d stencil. D 01 , D 02 , etc. show the placement of the first set of detectors at time step T. These are computed from the array values at time step 0. D 11 , . . ., the second set of detectors at time T + ρ, computed from the certified baseline at time step ρ. The detectors are vertically spaced ρ time steps apart, and horizontally spaced P w apart. The protected regions are marked as squares and labeled at the right top. For example, P 01 is the region protected by detector D 01 . The shaded region denotes the boundary region unprotected by the detectors. Of this region, the shaded gray region has no influence on the detectors protecting points in that time step (outside their dependence cones). Errors in this region are not detected. The remaining region has an influence on at least one of the detectors. Errors in these iteration points might be detected, but are not part of the guaranteed coverage.
Boundaries: Although our method is applicable to the boundary points, the contributions from the boundary points need to computed differently from the interior, incurring additional overhead. For cases where time dependent boundary conditions and Neumann boundary conditions [2] exists, FPDetect lacks prior knowledge of how the boundary points are forced in the intermediate time tiles. For fixed Dirichlet boundary conditions we can provide full coverage. To simplify the implementation, we ignore protection for the boundary regions in the generalized cases. Specifically, any computation point influenced by the boundary between certified baselines is not checked. Note that this reduces the maximum possible coverage to be below 100% , however still providing an accurate bound on the guaranteed coverage per equation (10) akin to probabilistic coverage that exemplifies the flexibility afforded by trade-off detection quality versus cost.
An error affecting such an unprotected region can spread to the rest of the computation space and result in erroneous output. This is akin to probabilistic coverage, with the probability of detection reduced by fraction of the total computation space left unprotected at the boundaries. Let N i denote the problem size along i ′ th-dimension in a d-dimensional problem. Equation (10) expresses the percentage of covered region for a detectors instantiated with T step = T . Here, w is the stencil width 9 . Optimal detector configuration: For a given choice of detector, the essential width E w is a function of the T step, the input exponent range, and the detector precision (dp). P w additionally depends on udp and ρ. The cost function is evaluated as the relative cost with respect to the actual stencil evaluation. Section 6.1 details the cost function and the offline analysis used to construct optimal detector configurations.
OVERALL ALGORITHM
FPDetect performs an offline manuever to obtain a look-up table with optimal detectors configurations for the detectors. For each anticipated choice of udp, probability of detection, and anticipated input range, the offline analysis ( §6.2) determines the detector configuration to be used during online execution. A detector configuration consists of: T, the distance at which the single-direct detector is evaluated; ρ, the number of iterations between certified baselines; E w , the essential width to evaluate the detector; Detector coefficients for the support in the essential width; and P w the spatial separation between detectors in the same time step. These parameters completely specify the detector configuration at runtime.
Offline Determination of Detector Configurations
Constraints on detector configuration: We use offline analysis to efficiently identify optimal detector configurations for use during online execution. To constrain the search space of possible configurations, we use an upper-bound on the T step (say, T max = 256 in our evaluation) that one might use for the detector evaluation. Larger T step values are useful and often minimize the detector operational cost. However, this requires larger coefficient sets, needed for the direct evaluation, to be stored in memory. For a d−dimensional stencil with N −arrays, the space overhead encountered to store the effective coefficient space is O(N · T d +1 max ). The range of udp values to be considered is bounded by the number of bits (1 − 53) and the maximum precision (dp) that can be preserved by both direct and iterative stencil evaluations informed by the round-off error analysis. We determine the detector configurations for a finite set of coverage choices between 0% and 100%, corresponding to the fraction of points in a detector's protected region that are protected to the desired udp bits. The actual coverage including the boundary is computed online. Relativized input exponent ranges: Consider two exact floating point numbers represented in triplet form as a f = (s a , m a , e a ) and b f = (s b , m b , e b ) where the mantissa m a and m b are represented in p = 53 bits. For a floating point addition (subtraction), the mantissa of the number with the lower of the two exponents has to be shifted by |e a − e b | to match their exponent values. Thus, the binary addition (subtraction) of the mantissa depends the relative distance between the exponents for shifting (not on actual exponents).
In stencils, update rules are modeled as weighted sums involving only addition (subtraction based on sign) and multiplication. Multiplication by exact scalars involves binary multiplication of the mantissa, followed by addition of the exponent terms, maintaining linearity in the exponents. For example, let the coefficients associated with a f and b f be α 1 = (s α 1 , m α 1 , e α 1 ) and α 2 = (s α 2 , m α 2 , e α 2 ), respectively. The product α 1 a f will have an exponent of (e α 1 + e a ) and α 2 b f will have (e α 2 + e b ). Thus, the relative distance of exponents between these two terms will |(e α 1 − e α 2 ) + (e a − e b )| which depends essentially on the coefficient's exponents (that remain unchanged) and the relative operand exponent differences.
This fact can be utilized to map different interval ranges to some canonical exponent range that models the maximum relative distance of points inside the interval. To do this, we scan the input to find the smallest data point (in magnitude) and the largest data point (in magnitude) and characterize that interval with the exponent difference between these two data points. For an input interval, if (m a , e a ) represents the smallest value (in magnitude) and (m b , e b ) is the largest value (in magnitude) seen in the interval, then factoring out e a produces the following mapping We can further factor out the corresponding mantissa and increment the mapped exponent interval width by 1 to have a larger bounding interval for the given input range. Since our analysis is conservative, bounds that hold for larger exponent ranges also hold for smaller exponent ranges. 
The operation of a stencil on an input range can be relativized to a small number of canonical exponent ranges. This allows us to use the offline analysis performed on specific exponent ranges on different set of actual exponents that belong to the same range. In our experimental setup, we profiled exponent ranges form 0 through 20 (exp max = 20). The maximum udp is set as 40. Given the range of exponents and udp choices, the offline algorithm construct a lookup table that returns a 5-tuple (T , ρ, dp, P w , E w ) corresponding to an optimal detector configuration for the given interval, required udp, and minimum detection probability.
Offline algorithm: 10 We consider all T and ρ such that T ≤ T max , ρ < T . For a d-dimensional stencil, P w is d-dimensional vector, corresponding to protected region of iteration points centered at the detector. E w is represented by a rectangular region with a computed number of points along left and right of the detector along each direction. The cost function is derived as the ratio of the total detector overhead to the total cost of the stencil application evaluation. Post simplification of the cost function for a 5-tuple detector configuration (exp, udp,T , ρ, Coe f f s) is given as
derived fraction of overhead cost to total stencil compute cost. Even though the tuple elements exp, T , udp, and Coe f f s do not explicitly appear in the cost function, they implicitly influence the cost through E w and P w . The algorithm takes as input parameters for which an offline profiles need to be determined: the maximum number of time steps (Tmax), the set of input ranges (as exponents in exp_set), set of udp values (as udp_set), and probabilistic coverage values (cov_set). The algorithm determines the configurations one input range choice at a time. Using floating-point round-off analysis, the maximum number of bits that will be preserved for each possible time step t is computed (as maxdp). For each t, the cost of evaluating each detector is computed as the product of the E w dimensions to guarantee maxdp[t] bits of precision of the direct evaluation t time steps away. Then, for each candidate protected region, the fraction of points with guaranteed coverage of b bits (where b is a candidate udp in the input parameter udp_set) is computed. If this fraction is greater than a desired coverage and if the associated cost is lower than that of any configuration seen thus far, this configuration is chosen. After evaluating all feasible solutions, the algorithm returns the last chosen configurations.
The cost of the offline procedure is dominated by dimensionality of the space to be explored. While this exhaustive evaluation of every feasible configuration can be expensive, for the benchmarks considered (in the next section), each offline procedure completes within several minutes. Searchspace exploration techniques might further lower this cost.
Online Detector-Embedded Execution
We briefly discuss the algorithm 10 to obtain the detector configurations and embed the detectors within the original stencil code. During online deployment of FPDetect's detectors, the input values are scanned to compute the input exponent range to be handled in the floating-point space.
To account for the unprotected boundary regions, FPDetect maps user's input coverage value to an equivalent internal coverage value (as in_cov) that corresponds to the detection probability on the grid excluding the boundaries. The adjustment is done with the guarantee that the fraction of points covered due to (in_cov) is at least as many required by cov over the entire computation space. If FPDetect fails to find an equivalent mapping, it conveys an error message for unsupported coverage. The input range, user-specified udp, and modified detection probability (in_cov) are used to lookup the detector configuration.
After an initial evaluation of the detector and the stencil for ρ iterations, the execution of the stencil is split into two segments: iterations till the next detector evaluation (eval_detector) and iterations till the next detector check (detector_check). Thus, the stencil is executed with interleaved detector evaluation and checking. Note that the algorithm assumes ρ is greater than half the detector evaluation T-step. This scenario requires at most two "live", i.e., unchecked detectors per spatial position in the iteration space, at any time. If not, at each spatial position, multiple detectors need to be evaluated and retained until they are checked. When all iterations have been executed, the iterations past the last certified baseline need to be checked. These leftover iterations are checked using the trailing detection strategy.
EVALUATION
Benchmarks: We evaluate FPDetect on the stencil kernels shown in Figure 9 . We choose a set of benchmark problems from elliptic, parabolic, and hyperbolic PDEs evaluated as stencils using the explicit finite difference method. Benchmark examples considered are Poisson equation with different combinations of Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions, heat equation with different initial and boundary conditions, and second-order wave and convection-diffusion equations. Our error analysis and optimization techniques are based on the input data interval and not the exact
[Neumann initial/boundary condition] f = 0 h4. u(x, y, t ) = e −π 2 t /2 sin π ( x +y 2 ) h5. u(x, y, t ) = 4 + e −π 2 t /2 cos π ( x +y 2 ) h6. u(x, y, t ) = 2 + e −π 2 t /2 sin π ( Hyperbolic (Second-order wave):
[initial and boundary conditions: c = 0.7,
Hyperbolic (convection diffusion): values. We test our hypothesis rigorously by exercising each benchmark equation with multiple initial and boundary conditions. In addition to the exponent and sign bits, fault-injection-based evaluation was conducted for a user-defined precision of 15 mantissa bits. This corresponds to a total protection of 27 most significant bits. Experimental setup: All benchmarks are compiled using ICC 18.0.5 with -qopenmp -O3 options and executed on dual 14-core Intel Xeon CPU E5-2680v4 2.60GHz CPUs system (total 28 processor cores) with 64GB of RAM. The Pluto optimized code were generated with 'PLUTO version 0.11.4-350-g8debc44'.
Detector coverage excluding boundaries: To reduce the complexity of the detection strategy, we did not protect statement instances impacted by the boundary between certified baselines. This limits the maximum coverage that can be guaranteed by our implementation. For all benchmarks and configurations evaluated, we observed this fraction to be greater than 90% of the computation space, demonstrating the simplification does not significantly limit detection ability. Space overheads: At stencil runtime, FPDetect requires space to store:
• the set of all possible coefficients of interest,
• the direct evaluation configurations for specific input ranges and precision needs, and • the result of the selective direct evaluation by each detector. We bound the offline analysis with T max =256 iterations and require the full coefficient set for T=0 to T max . This allows a runtime choice of time tile size between 1 and 256. This incurs a space overhead of 128MB. While incurring a large memory footprint, only a fraction of this data-one rectangular portion the single-direct detector-is used during online execution and the accessed portions are reused for all detectors at a time step. In addition, the trailing detector accesses one rectangular portion determined by the number of iterations not executed by the last tile. This results in good cache behavior, limiting their impact on overall performance. The offline configuration lookup table is built by profiling over 20 exponents, 40 udp and coverage values from 0 to 100% (in increments of 5%). Thus, the offline lookup table is indexed by a 3-tuple of (exp, udp, cov), with each lookup returning a 6-tuple configuration of (T , ρ, dp, ì P w , ì E wl , ì E wr ), where ì E wl , ì E wr , and ì P w are d−dimensional vectors for a d−dimensional stencil program. Here, ì E wl and ì E wr corresponds to the left and right extents of E w . 11 FPDetect scans the data at runtime to determine the necessary exponent range. This is combined with the user-specified precision and coverage to index the lookup table and obtain the corresponding detector configuration. For a 2dimensional problem, a key-value pair in the table occupies a space of 48 bytes. Over all the profiled configurations, the configuration lookup table requires a total space of ≈750KB per benchmark.
In addition to the coefficients and the lookup table, we require one floating-point number per array at each detector location to store the value computed through selective direct evaluation. The maximum number of instantiated detectors comes to around 387K for the wave benchmarks. For most other benchmarks is around 100K for a problem size of 10K ×10K and T max = 256.
Software Bug Detection
We evaluate the effectiveness of FPDetect in detecting logical errors injected into the code generated for the stencil programs in Table 9 optimized by Pluto [8] . Specifically, we inject three classes of bugs injected in the evaluation of PolyCheck [3] , a tool designed to check errors introduced by loop transformers: incorrect loop bounds, invalid array accesses, and invalid loop reorderings.
For each software bug introduced, we evaluated its impact using bitwise comparison of the result with that of the non-buggy version. Any mismatch is treated as a bug. Some bugs might not result in an erroneous result for the problem instances evaluated. FPDetect cannot aid in their detection.
The bugs introduced in the source potentially affect multiple runtime operations, making them easier to detect that soft errors. Exploiting this, we evaluate FPDetect's effectiveness in detecting software bugs when deployed with a small udp value of 4. For each benchmark, the default deteector precision (dp) determined for this udp is used in the evaluation. Pluto-generated code: To generate optimized versions using Pluto, we implemented all the stencils in the form of affine loop nests enclosed in scop pragmas. This code input to Pluto has consists of median 53 source lines of code (SLOC) 12 per benchmark. Pluto takes these scop-annotated benchmarks as input to generate optimized versions with median 1157 SLOC. The median of the number of loops in the transformed code was 365 across all the benchmarks with a median 11 ì E w l and ì E w r are equal in the case of symmetric stencils. 12 Source lines of code are measured using sloccount tool nesting depth of 6. In checking such large and complex generated codes, tools such as FPDetect are essential. Loop bound and array access bugs: We automated the injection of loop bound bugs. For loop bounds, the injected bug either offsets the lower bound by one in the positive direction or offsets the upper bound by one in the negative direction. We automated the injection of array access bugs. Specifically, array accesses were made incorrect by either dividing or multiplying the indexing term by two. False positives: Some bugs do not result in any difference in our bitwise comparison of the result with the non-buggy version. Therefore, our approach incurs no false positives in our evaluation. This is because some source-level bugs do not manifest at runtime. For example, a loop iterator might be constrained by multiple loop bounds (e.g., min or max of multiple expressions), with the loop bound never reaching the error-injected expressions. 13 In a situation with multiply nested loops where the indexing for an inner loop depends conditionally on outerloop indices, a bug impacting the outer loop bound doesn't often affect the inner loop and hence doesn't impact the stencil's output. Table 3 summarizes FPDetect's bug detection effectivness for the above two categories of bugs. The table only lists detection percentages when the bitwise comparison with the non-buggy version flags an error-injected version as being in error. The #SL enumerate all the possible source locations for the types of bug injected. #RL enumerates the number of source locations that were reached at runtime. %det denotes the fraction of errors flagged by bitwise comparison with correct execution that was detected by FPDetect. We observe that FPDetect has a high but not perfect detection rate. We investigated the scenarios in which FPDetect missed detection and all of them were a result of the logical error having a low impact on the stencil's output. Specifically, the impacted point's effect on the stencil was beyond the required detector precision (dp) evaluated by our conservative error analysis.
To illustrate, consider two cases where FPDetect detect such an impact and another where it escapes FPDetect's detection. In the first case, the detector evaluates to the expected value to 0x40101b539cbac780 (we present in hex values for readability), while the bug affected stencil computes 0x40101b53a11cf49f. They match in the first 23 bits of the mantissa. This example, evaluated for W 1 has dp = 30, hence is trapped. In the second scenario, detector evaluate the expected value to 0x4004178de3e4ab00 while the buggy stencil evaluates 0x4004178de3e4aac4, differing in only the last 9 bits of mantissa. Given the low detector precision of 30 for wave benchmarks, this error goes undetected. In general, our conservative error analysis and low udp choice predicts only upto dp bits at the detector, attributing precision beyond dp bits to round-off errors. While this leads to missed detection opportunities, we still observe high detection rates. Loop order bugs: Unlike changes to array accesses and loop bounds, changing loop orders required non-local changes to the Pluto-generated code. Therefore, we handcrafted the error injected versions. The handcrafted scenarios included swapping nested loop pairs and re-ordering of non-nested loop blocks. The optimized codes included a maximum of 360 nested for loops with a maximum loop nesting depth of 11. Testing all possible combinations of loop reorderings will be prohibitively expensive. We limited our testing to 15 loop order bug injections per benchmark.
Across all benchmarks, a median of 3 injected bugs per benchmark did not result in a bitwise difference in the output. This could either be due to the reordered version being correct due to commutativity of loops, or the error being too small to persist under finite precision arithmetic for the inputs chosen. These bugs were also not detected by FPDetect. Other than benchmarks W1 and W3, loop order bugs injected in all other benchmarks were detected. In W1 and W3, there was one injected bug in each that resulted in the bitwise comparison flagging an error was not detected by FPDetect. In both cases, the difference was within 8 least significant bits (corresponding to < 10 −12 relative error), and could not distinguished from floating point round-off errors.
In summary, we observe that FPDetect can detect a large class of software bugs with a low udp of as low as 4 bits. In all cases evaluated, we observed negligible overheads (< 2%), making it a useful component in a test suite or as a low cost online checking tool for flagging systematic errors. As observed earlier, increasing the udp and dp can improve the percentage of bugs detected, at the cost of greater runtime overheads. Note the a change of udp only changes the number of points being sampled for detection. The P w corresponding to this udp only decides the relative distance between the sampled points. Soft error detection: We performed fault injection experiments to validate the coverage guarantees provided by FPDetect. Single bit flips were injected in the kernel source code by corrupting array locations involved in the stencil computation. Such a fault model abstracts the cause of the fault to an anomalous behaviour in data evolution. FPDetect is designed to detect an anomalous behaviour in data evolution with a precision guarantee irrespective of where it originates as long as it impacts the computation. The time steps and bit locations subject to injection were selected randomly with equal probability across the iteration space, array index space, and bit locations. The bit flips were injected with equal probability on all array locations, including the unprotected boundaries. Each benchmark was exercised through a fault injection campaign comprising of 10, 000 executions to determine the detection rate. In the reported results, FPDetect was evaluated for detector configurations guaranteeing 15 bits of mantissa precision (total of most significant 27 bits including 11 exponent bits and 1 sign bit) with a coverage of 60-90%.
We observe that, across all benchmarks and including the boundary region, errors injected within the most significant udp bits (the guaranteed protection) were detected 92-99% of the cases for the 90% coverage, and 78-90% of the cases for the 60% coverage configuration. We observed similar trends when multiple errors are injected, at multiple and randomly selected locations in the iteration space. Figure 10 shows the detection rates for the two coverage scenarios when only considering error affecting the protected region (the most significant 15 bits, labeled "protected") and only those affecting the unprotected region (labeled "unprotected"). Furthermore, we observe that flips in bits beyond the unprotected region (not guaranteed to be detected) were detected on average 26% (13%) of the cases for 90% (60%) coverage scenario. Hence, even with a conservative configuration for guaranteeing user-defined bits of protection, in practice, our approach empirically protects a larger fraction of the computation space and error scenarios.
Comparative study: Our detector synthesis strategy provides a variety of tuning knobs for flexibility in terms of minimum precision and protection coverage with precise bounds. To ascertain the effectiveness of our tool, we compare them with two state-of-the-art soft error detectors, AID [17] and SSD [45] , which build data value centric model for soft error detection. SSD builds an epsilon-insensitive support vector machine regression model to detect SDCs. As spatial features, it includes values of a given point's neighboring data points as the training data. It runs into scalability issues by requiring the generation of data traces of every point in the simulation over all time steps before being fed to the learning model. We had to scale down the problem to a small size of 1k points per dimension. It learns the classifier first, triggering false positives for early stages of the simulation trace. In particular, we encountered false positives in initial one to five iterations. Hence, we devised the fault injection mechanism after atleast 10 iterations have passed. SSD did not trigger a detection in any of our error-injected runs past the first 10 iterations. We believe, in these benchmarks, the variations observed in the first few iterations make SSD consider the error-injected behavior appear normal.
AID is an adaptive SDC detector wherein a best-fit prediction model gets selected adaptively based on local online data. AID faired better with our benchmarks than SSD. However, the detection rates and overheads were extremely conservative. The comparative analysis by Kestor et al. [31] reports significant slowdown at a maximum of 1.4× for AID when snapshots were taken for every time step. We observed similar overheads when taking snapshots at every step. To reduce the overhead, we performed two experiments with snapshot every 3 steps and every 10 steps. In the former case, AID reported similar overheads averaging around 80% with a maximum detection rate of 54%. In the latter case, the overhead reduced to the 20 − −30% range, while the average detection rate was around 25% with a maximum and minimum of 37% and 21%, respectively. Sequential overheads: Figure 11 shows the sequential execution overheads of our detection approach for three udp-coverage configurations: 10, 15, and 20 bits. We observe that the overhead depends on the user-required coverage guarantee, with overheads, in general, below 10% for udp=15 and 80% coverage, for heat, Poisson, and convection-diffusion benchmarks. Overall, we observe that protecting additional bits or providing greater coverage increases the overhead. All wave benchmarks (and some Poisson benchmarks for 90% coverage) incur far greater overheads, reaching over 60% for udp of 20 bits and 90% coverage. This is due to the nature of the stencils that, as discuss below, leads to a sharp reduction in the protected region ( Figure 12 ). Despite this increase, these results demonstrate the approach's flexibility in supporting low detection guarantees when a reduced overhead is desired. Scalability: Figure 15 shows the scalability of the baseline and detector-embedded versions on up to 24 threads using OpenMP. Across all benchmarks, both variants achieve similar speedups, demonstrating that the detectors do not interfere with efficient parallel execution. While not shown here, we observed similar trends (in terms of low overheads) with various thread counts for other user-defined precision and coverage values. For the wave("W") benchmarks which model hyperbolic PDE equations we encounter reduced scalability for stricter configurations of high udp and coverage. We believe this is due to higher udp values requiring more detectors. This coupled with the larger E w results in potentially increased cache contention and hence the associated reduced scalability.
Summarizing the overheads, Figure 13 shows the distribution of overheads for 80% coverage and three udp values. Figure 14 shows the distribution of overheads for a fixed udp (20) and three different coverage percentages. In both cases, we observe greater coverage percentage or udp Fig. 17 . Maximum bits preserved by iterative stencil (y-axis) as function of input exponent range (x-axis), determined by our analysis, for two benchmarks (w1 and c1) for different maximum T-step choices. Fig. 18 . Optimal configuration's cost for different input exponent ranges for a udp of 20 and 60% coverage. x-axis: input exponent range (2 0 , 2 1 , ..); y-axis: cost for optimal configuration (from Equation (12)). Fig. 19 . Optimal configuration's E w to P w ratio for different input exponent ranges for a udp of 20 and 90% coverage. x-axis: input exponent range (2 0 , 2 1 , ..); y-axis: E w /P w for optimal configuration (from Equation (12)). requirement can increase overheads. However, the median overhead remains close to 5% and does not increase with scale.
Analysis of the Overhead Cost Function
Because FPDetect's detection strategy is sensitive to the specific stencil and the characteristics of the initial/boundary conditions, we have chosen multiple benchmarks and configurations, including different initial and mixed boundary conditions. For a broader analysis of the space of choices evaluated in the offline phase, we examine four candidate benchmarks-h1, c1, w1, and p1-in detail. Variation of essential and protected widths: Figure 12 shows the variation in optimal P w volume with input exponent range. W1, a second-order wave equation representing hyperbolic PDEs, exhibits the highest overhead and cost since its P w volume rapidly diminishes with increasing exponent sizes. Benchmarks h1 and c1 exhibit a slower change in the optimal P w . Figure 19 plots the ratio of E w to P w for their optimal configuration with varying input exponent range for a fixed udp and cov. Larger binade differences in the input values result in increasing separation between the E w and P w values, often increasing the E w to P w ratio. Together with ρ(equation (12)) this can potentially lead to an increase in detector overhead.
Impact of input range and udp: Figure 18 shows the cost function values for four benchmarks (h1, c1, p1 and w1) for hypothetical range of input values from 2 0 to 2 9 and user-defined precision of 20 bits. We observe that cost increases with input range, especially for w1. Thus, accurate yet efficient evaluation of the input range can help reduce the detector overheads. Figure 16 shows the evaluated cost function value as udp is varied. Similar to the input exponent range, we observe that some benchmarks (especially w1) are more sensitive than others to increase in udp. Thus, careful choice of udp can maximize coverage while minimizing overhead.
ADDITIONAL RELATED WORK
Floating-point error analysis was the central driving concept in our work. Boldo [5, 6] , Darulova [14] , Magron [34] , and Solovyev [43] are three recent pieces of work that conduct rigorous error analysis. Zhang [55] uses reduced precision check to detect errors in the floating point units as a hardware solution. Daumas et al. reason about floating-point operations using interval arithmetic [15] . These tools focus on programs operating on fixed and small number of inputs. They are unable to handle the kinds of complexity presented by stencil expressions unfolded in time. They also do not steer their analysis toward the synthesis of online error detectors like in this work.
We exploit the structure of stencil operations to simplify analysis of parametrically sized programs. Kramer established worst-case bounds for interval arithmetic [32] . We build on the guarantees for individual operations (IEEE 754 [30] ) to analyze worst-case bounds for stencil programs.
Chisel [35] and Rely [10] consider potentially erroneous execution of portions of a program by analyzing the probability of the output being erroneous. They track the probability of an erroneous output rather than its magnitude. Soft error analysis has been performed for specific algorithm classes (e.g., linear algebra [52, 53] and iterative solvers [20, 48] ). Huang and Abraham introduced algorithm-based fault tolerance (ABFT) [28] to detect errors in matrix multiplication related operations. Elliott et al. [19] present selective reliability to provide numerical bounds on anticipated behavior and use this analysis in the design of resilient algorithms [18, 21] . Our work focuses on soft error detection for stencil programs. Application-independent approaches for iterative programs rely on observing the evolution of a value over time to detect anomalies (e.g., AID [17] uses curve fitting, SSD [45] uses support vector machines (SVM) regression, [41] uses a machine learning based approach to build regression models for synthesizing low cost detectors). Gomez and Capello exploits multivariate interpolation in order to detect and correct corruption in stencil application [25] . Xiaoguang [54] presents a grid sampling based DMR scheme which determines the sampling points based on the error propagation pattern in the grid.
Gamell considers local recovery from fail-stop errors affecting stencil programs [23] . Fang et al. [22] analytically model application overhead of recovery from detected soft errors via localized recovery. Our approach can complement such recovery algorithms via efficient error detection.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we present FPDetect, an approach to provide error detection that covers both logical bugs and soft errors in the data space of stencil computations. Schemes comparable to FPDetect have been observed to generate false positives, incur higher overheads, or not provide similar rigorous guarantees. We report FPDetect's overheads for different thread counts as well as its performance in conjunction with polyhedral optimizations of the code over for various user-defined precision values. We believe that FPDetect can be used as part of a holistic error detection system (e.g., involving cross-layer concerns [11] ) in which the most impactful of errors affecting stencil programs can be protected.
As future work, we will investigate the use of FPDetect for runtime precision profiling, given that developers often use high precision as a safety net for floating point errors, which may be wasteful in many cases. FPDetect's evaluation units are uniquely designed to allow it to serve as a very close proxy to real values at runtime. Thus it can help profile runtime precision requirements. In addition to re-instating confidence in the evolving results, this approach may enable the user to dynamically tune the working precision based on the stability of the evolving results. To this end, we have prototyped a machine learning model built on profiled simulation data that attempts to predict the minimum precision around a rectangular region centered around a point for which FPDetect's evaluation unit was instantiated. Current results show encouraging trends with prediction accuracies within 2 precision bits. Some of our ongoing work aims to leverage this information in tuning simulation parameters for improved performance.
